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BBC Audience Council Wales advice to the Trust relating to the proposed 

changes to BBC Three, BBC iPlayer, BBC One and CBBC 

 

Introduction  

This is BBC Audience Council Wales’ submission to the Trust’s consultation in relation to 

the Public Vale Test currently underway on the BBC Executive’s proposals for changing BBC 

Three, BBC iPlayer, BBC One and CBBC. So as to inform itself, the Council has undertaken 

a highly ambitious programme of audience outreach activity during January and early 

February 2015 investigating the way in which BBC Three fulfils its remit: 

The remit of BBC Three is to bring younger audiences to high quality public service 

broadcasting through a mixed-genre schedule of innovative UK content featuring new UK 

talent. The channel should use the full range of digital platforms to deliver its content and 

to build an interactive relationship with its audience. The channel’s target audience is 16-

34 year olds. 

 

In order to reach the 16-34 age range, the Council primarily approached Further Education 

Colleges in various parts of Wales. These have included Coleg Llandrillo in Rhos-on-Sea, 

Coleg Meirion-Dwyfor in Pwllheli, Coleg Glynllifon near Caernarfon, Coleg Menai Bangor 

and Coleg y Cymoedd Nantgarw (in the south Wales valleys). The Council also held an 

event with the Executive Committee of NUS Cymru Wales, and with the supporters of 

Pwllheli football club since they too were within the target age range. The goal in planning 

and executing   the programme of outreach activity was to explore some of the issues, 

brought to the fore by the proposals, with young people in different parts of Wales, with 

those living in rural, as well as urban and suburban areas contributing. A key point of 

exploration was the broadband infrastructure, capacity and availability of the necessary 

technical equipment amongst the channel’s target audience. 

The Council has also drawn upon comments made at previous audience outreach events, 

with BBC Three having been a key focus of events such as the one with young people 

attending the Penywaun youth club in the Cynon Valley held in September 2014.  

This document reflects therefore the views and comments heard by BBC Audience Council 

Wales members from their own personal networks, and from the audience outreach events 

hosted by the Council. As outlined by the Trust the key proposals of the BBC Executive are:  

 the closure of BBC Three as a broadcast channel in the autumn of 2015  

 the reinvention of BBC Three as an online-only offer  

 the evolution of BBC iPlayer from primarily a catch-up service to one that also offers 

online-first BBC content, and selected third-party content  

 the launch of a +1 channel for BBC One  

https://consultations.external.bbc.co.uk/bbc/changes-to-bbc-services
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 extended hours for CBBC  

 increased investment in drama on BBC One.  

All these matters were explored during the audience events hosted by the Council and 

reports from them appear on the BBC Audience Council Wales website – 

www.bbc.co.uk/acw The Council followed their outreach events with a wide-ranging 

discussion on the issues raised by respondents at its meeting on 6 February 2015, and noted 

that while each event provided new insights, there was nonetheless a significant degree of 

consistency in the responses and views of those members of the public attending the 

ACW’s events. Subsequently, the Council has discussed this submission, in draft form, by e-

mail. Council members are also aware of the future opportunity that awaits them to 

contribute further to this Public Value Test once the Trust has published its interim 

conclusions on the BBC Executive proposals. 

The Council’s advice to the Trust based on views heard at audience outreach 

events. 

The views of audiences, heard by Council can be categorised as follows: 

Technical issues  

Provision and speed of Broadband - One of the key concerns of Council at its initial discussion 

on the BBC’s proposals was the matter of broadband provision. While the Government of 

Wales is currently investing in the rolling out of super-fast broadband across Wales, 

provision is often patchy with the speeds required to view video material often unavailable. 

Therefore Council explored this in some depth, and the situation was not as simple as 

members had first assumed. For example, its previous assumption had been that the quality 

of the provision could be divided to rural and urban areas, but members were disabused of 

this view at the Council’s first outreach event in Coleg Llandrillo – an event which included 

participants from a wide ranging area, including both urban and rural areas. The students 

made it clear that urban areas (with Prestatyn, Kinmel Bay and Deganwy all mentioned) 

were not certain to have the broadband speeds necessary to view audio-visual content. This 

view was reinforced in all the subsequent outreach events, with the necessary broadband 

provision falling far short of being universal. The point was also made more than once that 

the broadband speeds available varied greatly during the day, and that it was often at its 

slowest during the evening and weekends periods when viewing of BBC Three is at its 

greatest. 

Costs - The Council also heard concerns regarding the additional costs which might be 

necessary to be able to access the channel on-line. Some members felt that while TV was 

now a long established technology with TV sets and the necessary receiving equipment 

commonplace within the population, this was not the case to the same extent with IT 

equipment, across all sectors of society. The on-going cost of broadband provision as well as 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/acw
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the necessary equipment and the matter of ‘capped data’ could all be issues for the target 

audience of an on-line BBC Three.  

 

Interface - The channel’s intended audience are very IT savvy and many of them already 

regularly access on-line media content via YouTube and Netflix/Amazon Prime but, as one 

student at Coleg y Cymoedd, Nantgarw put it “Netflix is more like going down the video 

shop in the old days to rent a box set than watching a TV channel.” It was also the case that 

many of the participants frequently accessed the BBC iPlayer (when broadband speeds 

allowed this) but a wide-spread feeling that there was again a difference between using the 

iPlayer as a catch-up service and using it as the only means by which to view programmes. 

As one participant at the event in Coleg Glynllifon put it “I only go on-line to watch stuff 

when there is nothing I want to watch on TV”. 

Navigation – This was a matter of concern for some of the participants, with the view being 

expressed that were BBC Three to become accessible only through the iPlayer, this could 

be difficult to navigate. While a number of participants expressed the view that “the iPlayer 

is the best thing the BBC has ever done” others felt that the interface was no longer as easy 

to navigate as it was previously. One concrete suggestion for mitigating this situation was 

the creation of a dedicated BBC Three app, so that it was easy to access ‘the channel’ on-

line. Notwithstanding the significant concerns expressed in this document regarding an 

online-only service, an app could potentially be an important launch pad for BBC Three as 

the online destination for young people, many of whom have previously commented at 

outreach events that the current channel is one of the few BBC services they consume.  

Viewing patterns 

There were wide-spread concerns about the impact the implementation of these proposals 

could have on the viewing patterns of the target audience. Time and again, the Council 

heard that the usual means of accessing the channel was as a result of ‘channel surfing’ with 

the content usually attracting the audience to continue viewing BBC Three. 

It was also the case that many expressed concern that the social aspect of viewing could be 

lost – with many participants saying that they often watched BBC Three with other family 

members or friends. This was particularly the case amongst students in shared 

accommodation. As one participant, who lived in shared student accommodation put it,  

“BBC Three goes on at 9pm and this is the default choice in the flat”. 

Multi-screen use also appeared common with a high percentage of the respondents saying 

that they often sat in front of the TV to view BBC Three while undertaking homework or 

assignments on a lap-top or tablet device. As one young person put it “I’m not going to be 

able to use my tablet to watch BBC Three and do my homework” and could also impact 

upon social media discussion of output which is so important to the target age group of BBC 

Three. 
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Another matter of concern for Council members was the inter-relationship between the 

lighter programmes – with American Dad, Family Guy, Russel Howard’s Good News, Bad 

Education and Being Human all mentioned as key “appointments to view” - and the channel’s 

social action and news and current affairs output which was often accessed either before or 

after comedy. 60 Seconds was also evidently very important to the audience and at almost all 

events the point was made that this was either the only news consumed by the participants, 

or was an useful introduction to the news headlines which led audience members to further 

explore news stories on-line.  

 

A high proportion of the public at the ACW events made the point that BBC Three’s social 

action documentaries presented information in a way that really speaks to young people in 

their language and as such was a major contributor to fulfilling the BBC’s purposes. A key 

question for the Council is by which means would the BBC seek to inform, educate and 

entertain this sector of the audience if the channel disappeared from TV screens and would 

also welcome further exploration of the BBC’s proposals in relation to its stated goal of 

creating a new on-line service which “makes me think, makes me laugh” and what would this 

REALLY mean for the intended audience. It is important to be clear how this kind of output 

will be properly protected in terms of production and scheduling for its target audience. The 

‘think’ and ‘laugh’ distinctions are rather arbitrary in nature when comedy and current 

affairs/social action output can often be found in a single programme; for example, The 

Revolution Will Not be Televised. The Council shares the concerns of BBC Three’s audiences 

that even if BBC Three’s social action documentaries were transferred to BBC One or BBC 

Two, whose average audience ages are significantly higher than that of BBC Three at present, 

their tone would change and would instead speak the language of parents rather than as at 

present, being in the language of the target audience. 

The Council also heard concern about the future provision of non-BBC originated content – 

such as the popular American Dad and Family Guy – since this was a key magnet for audiences. 

Will the BBC have the broadcasting rights to include this content in any on-line only offer? 

Projected cost savings, alternatives considered and time-scale 

Audience Council Wales is of the view that BBC Three is a distinct service for an otherwise 

under-served audience. BBC Three is a key attractor of audiences to the suite of services 

provided by the BBC, and since channel hopping is a frequent means by which young people 

find content to watch, then closing BBC Three as a TV channel would appear to be a high 

risk strategy for the BBC since it could lead to the future loss of a significant proportion of 

this age group as viewers of BBC content – and indeed the loss of BBC brand recognition 

amongst this section of the audience for the future, in what is an increasingly fragmented 

global media landscape.  
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The view frequently expressed (and particularly so by young men) was that beyond radio 

output, sport and Top Gear, BBC Three provided their only contact with the BBC, and that 

since they already felt marginalised in terms of the BBC’s content, the implementation of 

these proposals would lead to them being further peripheralised. 

At a number of the audience outreach events, the Council heard the question as to why 

BBC Three had been targeted, while BBC Four was not being cut – the point being made 

that there was far more in common between BBC Two and BBC Four than between BBC 

One and BBC Three. As one participant put it “all the content from BBC Four could easily 

go to BBC Two. What is BBC Two really for?” There appears to Council to be a clear 

destination for BBC Four’s content on BBC Two were it to disappear, but there appears no 

clear new destination in terms of TV channels for BBC Three’s current content 

The projected time-scale was also of concern, and while the Council agrees that the 

convergence of platforms and devices is underway, it considers the current proposed time-

scale precipitate. It is of the view that a phased approach, with additional benefits arising 

from accessing the content on-line encouraging access by this means, would be far 

preferable to the guillotine approach currently proposed. Whilst the PVT consultation 

proposals openly admit there will be short-term impacts in terms of losses in the target 

audience range, it is not clear from them how the BBC will seek to regain this audience in 

the longer term, let alone whether they would return or be replenished by new audiences in 

the crowded online platform (Netflix, Amazon Prime and YouTube etc.). 

The Council is very mindful of the financial challenges being faced by the BBC as a result of 

the Delivering Quality First savings currently being implemented, coming as they do hot on 

the heels of a previous cost saving exercise. It is also mindful of the difficulty involved in 

changes of the kind proposed, but would point to the example of DAB radio station BBC 6 

Music, which was saved from the axe some years ago, and is now the UK’s most popular 

DAB radio station, topping 2m listeners in the most recent Rajar figures. 

Response to proposals relating to BBC One+1, BBC iPlayer and extension of CBBC 

broadcast hours. 

There was a wide-spread welcome for the supplementary proposals contained in this 

package from the BBC Executive, with some respondents expressing surprise that the BBC 

had taken so long to follow other broadcasters in introducing a BBC One+1 service.  

There was concern however, shared by the Council, that the proposals currently appear to 

suggest that the +1 service would in fact not include national opt-out programming. If this is 

implemented it would, in the view of Council, seriously undermine the BBC’s purposes (and 

in particular the citizenship purpose were Wales news to be absent from the offering) as 

well as deprive audiences in Wales of programmes which consistently out-perform network 

content. With the current absence of nations programmes on the BBC’s HD channels, the 
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Council would be implacably opposed to a BBC One+1 provision which also failed to 

include nations programming. 

The Council received few comments regarding the extension of CBBC, and so has no 

particular view on this matter though it did hear the point that for CBBC’s younger viewers, 

the 7pm cessation of broadcasting did provide a ‘time for bed’ signal. The Council 

undertook several events with children alongside the Children’s Commissioner for Wales in 

2013, so as to inform its advice to the Trust as part of the Service Review of CBeebies and 

CBBC and the comments received then suggested that older children had switched away 

from CBBC and to other channels even before the current 7pm cut off. The Council has 

some doubts therefore whether extending the hours of availability of CBBC will keep the 

attention of the younger audience when there are other options such as the continuing 

drama (which they liked) available soon after 7pm. 

The Council supports the proposed further development of the BBC iPlayer service, since it 

considers it to be an evolutionary development of an existing service and welcomes the 

option (but would oppose the mandatory requirement) to further personalise the service 

for individual audience members, with the caveat that any developments must be mindful of 

the variety of broadband speeds available in different parts of the UK. There is scope to 

develop the iPlayer platform around the current (News, Sport) and emerging (Arts, Music) 

‘brands’ within the BBC. Signposting is particularly important and every effort should be 

made to highlight nations and regions’ output for audiences across the UK who may not be 

aware of such shows.  

Conclusions 

The advice of BBC Audience Council Wales to the Trust in relation to the BBC Three and 

related proposals presented by the BBC Executive is as follows: 

- careful consideration should be given to the quality, speed and cost of broadband 

provision across the UK in relation to making BBC Three an on-line only service 

- alternative options should be considered and further consideration given to the 

possible loss of audiences from the BBC Three target age range in the short term 

and deterioration in BBC brand recognition amongst the same age group, in what is 

an increasingly fragmented global media landscape, in the longer term. 

- while the Council recognises that there is convergence of platforms and devices 

underway it is of the view that consideration should be given to a phased 

introduction of these proposals rather than a guillotine approach as currently 

proposed. It also advises that further consideration should be given to the 

development of a dedicated BBC Three app, so as to ease navigation to the on-line 

provision. 


